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Y

ehuda Security Systems (Y-SEC) is an
Israeli-based security integration company
that provides end-to-end security solutions
to assets and facilities. Based on cutting‑edge innovative technologies and experience accumulated
from the demanding Israeli security environment,
all Y-SEC solutions can be tailored to specific customer needs and demands.
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A member of Yehuda Steel Group, the largest
steel manufacturer in Israel and leading provider
of perimeter protection systems, Y-SEC was established by Yehuda Fences Ltd. to provide integrated
security solutions to national, government and
private sectors around the world. The company
employs a team of dedicated, former high-ranking
professional officers with extensive expertise in
security issues. Trained in the Israeli military and
other well-known security agencies, Y-SEC’s team
includes civil, electronics, communications and
integration engineers, threat and risk analysts and
implementation experts.

Meeting Customer Needs and
Demands with End-to-End Solutions
Y-SEC’s ability to design and implement integrated
security systems is based on a comprehensive
understanding of customer needs and demands.
Gathering information, analyzing risks and evaluating consequences, enables Y-SEC’s experienced
security experts to develop the optimal and most
suitable integrated solution for each and every
customer. This is then followed by a budget estimation, master plan development and detailed
engineering design, enabling Y-SEC to accompany
customers throughout implementation, training and
maintenance of their tailored security solutions.

Integrating State-of-the-Art
Technologies
Y-SEC’s integrated security solutions are designed
and planned to provide the best solutions customized to specific and unique customer needs and
demands. Integrating the most innovative, stateof-the-art technologies, Y-SEC focuses on four
main areas of activity: physical fencing and barriers,
perimeter intrusion detection systems (PIDS), high
resolution CCTV surveillance systems and access
control systems.

Vendor of Choice for National,
Government and Private Sector Facilities
Y-SEC’s expertise and understanding of security
issues, combined with the company’s extensive experience in planning, designing and delivering integrated
security solutions, make Y-SEC the vendor of choice
for national, government and private sectors. Typical
examples of installations and facilities using Y-SEC
solutions include airports, seaports, international borders, electricity and nuclear plants, oil refineries and
pipelines, military key installations, jails and detention
centers, coastal defenses, hospitals, public transportation, radio and TV stations, hotels, municipalities,
sports facilities and financial institutions.
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